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Electric-magnetic duality, Dirac string and charge quantization

Maxwell
S- duality

is violated by Dirac  
string in Schrodinder eq.  

North gauge

South gauge

related by

Non- observability by quantum charge leads to Dirac quantization                              or                              : Z2  duality

Non-Abelian generalizations (t’Hooft –Polyakov monopole) ½                                                                                       

N=2 supersymmetry: central charges  

N=4 supersymmetry: dilaton and axion,  SL(2,R) classical duality  broken to SL(2,Z)

SL(2,R) classical S-duality in IIB supergravity theory relevant to strong-weak  AdS/CFT correspondence  

Vector-potential for monopole:
Transformation of the wave
function is required



Magnetic monopole from cutting the solenoid
carrying magnetic flux

Solenoid models “physical”  Dirac string

When gravity is turned on, DS becomes heavy

Sourceless magnetic fields imitating monopoles

Magnetically charged electrovacuum black hole



Gravimagnetic field

With special parametrization of linearized metric

and definitions                 

one can present Fierz-Pauli equations in the Maxwell form:

The difference is that Maxwell equations can
be easily modified to admit magnetic monopoles,
the corresponding modification of linearized
Einstein equations is more subtle  



Gravitational S-duality in linearized theory
Metric Fierz-Pauli theory does not exhibit S-duality but allows for suitable extension

From here find Einstein linearized tensors defining sources

Gravitational S-duality would mean

To deal with magnetic sources, define 

(duality resp. Lorentz indices)

so to maintain duality one has to add the 
source to initial cyclic identity for consistency:

This generates the cyclic identity for dual R:

[0909.0542] Why not a di-NUT? or Gravitational duality and 
rotating solutions (arxiv.org) (Argurio and Dehouck)

Metric will depend on the choice of magnetic sources

https://arxiv.org/abs/0909.0542
https://arxiv.org/abs/0909.0542


Ehlers group: 3D non-linear gravitational S-duality
arXiv:0901.0098v1 [gr-qc] 31 Dec 2008

i) and ii) do not change 4d solutions 
iii) transforms Schwarzschild to
Taub-NUT, it can be interpreted
as non-linear S-duality in 3d.
In 4d situation is obscured by
the Misner string

https://arxiv.org/pdf/0901.0098.pdf


Breaking of S-duality by classical solutions: Taub-NUT
In full non-linear GR this “almost” solution is candidate metric for gravitational dyon with mass M, and S-dual mass “n”

Non-singular at r=0

Misner string is shifted by large gauge transformation

Misner time identification with period           is needed to match C=-1 and C=1 charts
( but thrn Hausdorf axiom violated on the horizon)

Bonnor’s interpretation: Misner string IS physical singularity (Bonnor, 1969)

(1967)

Supergravities require NUTty solutions for consistency with SUSY algebras (central charges)

n is gravimagnetic charge (NUT), S duality is  not manifest
in this solutions, though it is the symmetry of the action

Properties:

except  for
the polar axis!
under linearisa-
tion one obtains 
a distributional
string-like
source

C-parameter
is Goldstone?



NUT wormhole

Large gauge transformation

isometry algebra is

so(3)x R

“almost”solution
of Einstein-Maxwell, 
except for the axis

In spite of Misner string,

No singularity at r=0

changes distributional sources

In the bulk! If b^2>0 (overcharged) no horizon,  r can be continued to r<0 → wormhole

Phys.Rev. D93 (2016) 024048Clement, DG, Genouch

This is Reissner-Nordstrom metric with NUT  (know as Brill solution) with four free parameter



Weyl coordinates

Once U is known, one has to integrate a system

Schwarzschild solution in Weyl coordinates reads

with

Using Weyl coordinates one can
explore the structure of the axis



Rod structure of stationary axisymmetric electrovacuum
Harmark, Reall 2004 

1707.01332.pdf (arxiv.org)

Clement and DG

The first are event horizons, the second represent cosmic strings or Misner strings

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1707.01332.pdf
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Rods
and their directions

Each black hole has M,N,Q,P, a as parameters
and the corresponding rod direction  is timelike

Each string corresponds to spacelike rod

Each rod direction specifies certain spacetime   
Killing vector   (linear combination of k and m)
and the axis serves Killing horizons for them.   
Parameters of rods are  constant surface gravity
and angular velocity

External rods correspond to Misner strings
if the sum of NUT parameters of all BH is non-zero

Using Komar integrals one can calculate parameters 
M, Q, a  of each black hole, but not P and N. These 
are computed using Komar integrals
for string segments. When there are magnetic and 
gravimagnetic fluxes, parametes P and N can not 

be prescribed to black holes, they are delocalized.
Stings also can carry electric charges

Aligned
black holes
supported by
strings possibly
carrying magnetic
or gravimagnetic
fluxes

[2307.06282] The first law for stationary axisymmetric multi-
black hole systems (arxiv.org)

Gerard Clement and DG

https://arxiv.org/abs/2307.06282
https://arxiv.org/abs/2307.06282


Conserved charges of rods





Smarr mass formulas and the first law of black hole mechanics

Using this, we get

Misner strings (among other defects) enter the second sum. Their contribution is purely mechanical, though is put
in the form analogous to entropic terms in the first sum. No S-duality for magnetic and gravimagnetic charges

(NUTs are included)



so that

where

G.Clement and DG, Phys lett B 2023



This is rotating
“almost” solution
of EM equations
with five free
parameters:
(q, p, m, n, a).

Different sectors
in parameter space
correspond to BH,
naked singularities 
or wormholes.
It has Dirac and 
Misner string 
singularities

Rotating Kerr-Newman wormhole with NUT

Consider Kerr-Newman-NUT solution             2210.08913.pdf (arxiv.org)

In this overcharged case it is:

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2210.08913.pdf


There is an ergosphere
but no superradiance!



Misner String violates Null Energy Condition

Stationary metric in Kaluza-Klein  form

where

How to extract distributional hidden sources?



Conclusions

Electrovacuum black holes (RN, KN) are “charges without charges”

Consequently Dirac and Misner strings are implied by flux conservation

Though electrically and magnetically charged black holes are S-symmetric
the corresponding first law are different because of Dirac strings

The same is true for gravimagnetic black holes (with NUTs)

Gravimagnetic charge can turn overcharged naked singularities into wormholes

Exotic matter sources are involved, violating NEC in the case of NUT wormholes

First law exhibits violation of S-duality in multicenter solutions  
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